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Tha Energy Policy and Conservation Act requires the
Department of Energy (DOE) to create a strategic petroleum
reserve to protect against disruptions in energy supplies. DOG
plans to store 1 billion barrels of crude oil in salt caverns
and mines by Dcember 1985. Although the t£partsent has ot yet
estimated the cost to store 1 billion barrels, it did estimate
the cost to store 750 million barrels at 14.4 billion.
Findings/Conclusions: Of the 19 existing alt caverns that DOE
has acquired, 6 may not be suitable for long-term storage
because they do not eet structural design standards for cil
storage suitability. Three of the six caverns have already been
certified for stiorage, but the other three failed to pass tests.
Alternatives to the continued use of these caverns if they are
found to be unsuitable are: (1) abandoning the unsuitable
caverns and using additional cavern storage caFacity develcped
during withdrawal, or (2) using salt water to displace oil
during withdrawal so no additional growth can take place. If
these alternatives do not work, DOI may have to resort tc
acquiring other existing caverns or building new ones. he salt
mine acquired by DOE say not be suitable for long-term cru4e oil
storage because of safety problems and the resulting potential
legal and financial ramifications. Cst G&tisates for
acquisition, construction, and operation of reserve storage
fac ilities have not been adequately dcuamented.
Recommendations: The Secretary of Energy should: study the
alternatives for inimizing the -5eks associated witt using the
potentially unsuitable caverns and ake the study results
available to the Congress; develop a formal system fcr
documenting, before test completicn, any acceptable deviations
and approvals for such deviations; delay further oil stcrage
development at the salt ine until a cltion has been developed
to the problems iolved in using the salt ine for stcrage; and



insure that all further cost est&mates relatiag to the eservs
program are adeq.ately documented, (S)



BY THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL

Report To The Congress
OF THE UNITED STATES

Questionabie Suitability Of
Certain Salt Caverns And Mines
For The Strategic Petroleum Reserve

The Department of Energy is creating a
petroleum reserve to protect against future
disruptions in U.S. energy supplies. The
Department is committed to storing 500
million barrels by 1980 and 1 billion bar-
rels by 1985. The crude oil will be stored
underground in salt caverns and mines.
Thus far, three salt cavern sites and one
salt mine have been acquired to store this
oil.

Tight time constraints coupled with the
complex and technical nature of the pro-
gram have resulted in the Department
taking actions without adequate analysis
to assure that risks are minimized. For
example, the Department is planning to
store oil above where mining operations
are scheculed to begin in 1980 even
though thL Federal agency responsible for
miner safety has said that serious or dis-
astrous safety hazards to the miners and
the oil storage area could result.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES
WASKINGTON. D.C. 20e

B-178205

To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This report discusses actions taken by the Department ofEnergy without adequate analysis to assure that risks of usingcertain salt caverns and mines for the strategic petroleumreserve are minimized. The authorization of this reserve isthe major action which has been legislated so far to lessenU.S. dependence on imported oil. This report is intended tomake the Congress aware of the possible ramifications of risksbeing taken by the Department in implementing the reserve pro-gram, as well as alternatives available to minimize theserisks.

We made our review pursuant to the Budget and AccountingAct of 1921 31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting and AuditingAct of 1950 (31 US.C. 67).

We are sending copies of tnis report to the Director,Office of Management and Budget; the Secretaries of Energy andLabor; interested congressional committees; and other inter-
ested parties.

Acting Comptroller General
of the United States



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S QUESTIONABLE SUITABILITY
REPORT TO THE CONCRESS OF CERTAIN SALT CAVERNS AND

MINES FOR THE STRATEGIC
PETROLEUM RESERVE

DIGEST

In December 1976, the Department of Energy
submitted a plan to the Coingress for 150
million barrels of reserve oil by December
1978 and 500 million barrels by 1982. Five
months later, the Department accelerated the
reserve targets to 250 million barrels by
December 1978 and 500 million barrels by
Deceffmber 1980; currently, the Department
plals to store 1 billion barrels by December
1985. The rationale for the acceleration was
to provide the United States with increased
petroleum supply protection as soon as practx-
ceble. The Department has revised its plans
aglain and now expects to reach its 250 million
barrel target by June or July of 1979.

To reach these goals, the Department decided
to concentrate initially oil converting exist-
ing salt caverns and mines into storage areas,
rather than constructing new caverns or mines.
As of mid-June 1378, the Department had ac-
quired four sites containing 19 salt caverns
and one salt mine to be used for storing oil.
(See p. 1.)

While the Department has no, yet estimated
the cost to store 1 billion barrels, it did
estimate the cost to store 750 million bar-
rels at $14.4 billion. (See p. 1.)

Storage targets for the reserve appear very
ambitious, in view of the complex and tech-
nical nature of the program, and have had a
dominant influence on Department actions and
decisions. It is GAO's view that the Depart-
ment has not allowed sufficient time to con-
sider adequately the pros and cons of many
of the decisions that have been and must be
made to develop the reserve. Consequently,
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the tight time constraints for the reserve
program, coupled with the fact that the pro-
gram is new and complex, surround certain
elements of the program with a degree of
risk that may be unacceptably high. (See
p. 17.)

POTENTIAL PROBLEMS OF
USING CERTAIN SALT
CAVERNS FOR STORAGE

Of the 19 existing caverns the Department
has acquired, 6 may not be suitable for
long-term storage because they do not meet
structural desk standards for oil storage
suitability and may grow together. Three
of the six caverns already have been certi-
fied for storage. The other three have
failed to pass tests. The Department has
deferred a decision on whether to try to
certify these three caverns until further
study of the salt dome has been completed.
(See p. 6.)

The Department has mentioned two alterna-
tives to continued use of these caverns if
they are found to be unsuitable.

1. Abandon the unsuitable caverns and use
additional cavern storage capacity that
had been developed during withdrawal.

2. Use salt water to displace oil in the
caverns during withdrawal so no addi-
tional growth could take place and the
potentially unsuitable caverns would
not grow together.

However, if these alternatives are unwork-
able, the Department may have to resort to
acquiring other existing caverns or mines,
or constructing new ones. Because of the
significant problems that these six caverns
could pose (loss of oil, program delays, and
additional cost) GO believes the Department
should not proceed before alternative courses
are examined. (See p. 7.)
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PROBLEMS AT THE ACCUIRED MINE

The salt mine that the Department has ac-
quired may not be a suitable or practical
facility for long-term crude oil storage
because of problems disclosed by the Mining
Safety and Health Administration, and be-
cause of the resulting potential legal and
financial ramifications. Additional prob-
lems are:

--The Department's test program for deter-
mining the rrine's suitability may not have
been adequate, and interpretation of test
results may be questionable. (See p. 8.)

-- If Morton Salt Company mines salt 300 to
370 feet under the storage area, as
planned, miners' safety and the integrity
of the oil storage could be in jeopardy.
(See p. 10.)

-- If Morton Salt Company is prevented from
mining as planned, adverse financial im-
pact to Morton and nearby communities
is possible and could result in legal ac-
tion against the Department. (See p. 11.)

--A potential water problem exists which
could result in oil washing out of the
storage area damaging the environment. (See
p. 12.)

These problems give rise to two basic ques-
tions: (1) is the mine structurally suita-
ble for crude oil storage and (2) if so, is
it cost effective in view of the additional
expense that could be incurred to insure
miner safety and integrity of oil storage?
The resolution should consider minimizing
adverse economic and social impact on all
affected parties. The Department has agreed
to enter into a memorandum of understanding
with the Mininj Safety and Health Adm.nis-
tration to improve cooperation and develop
a program that is in the best interest of
the Government. (See p. 19.)
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NO DOCUMENTATION REGARDING
DEVIATIONS FROM CAVERN TEST
CRITERIA

Before the Department uses caverns to store
oil, it has them tested by a contractor.
The test program calls for a test at pres-
sures higher than are expected to be experi-
enced when crude oil is pumped in and out
of the caverns. GAO round that two caverns
were not tested to these pressure levels.
Because the deviations wert small, this may
not, in and of itself, be a serious problem.
However, the Department does not have a for-
mal system to document allowable deviations
from specified testing criteria. This could
lead to unauthorized deviations or tenden-
cies to approve unacceptable deviations from
the test program. (See p. 5.)

ADEQUACY OF STORAGE FACILITY
COST ESTIMATES

Accurate cost information is essential to
appropriations committees when considering
requests for program funds. This is parti-
cularly true with extremely high cost pro-
grams such as the strategic petroleum re-
serve. The cost estimates for acquisition,
construction, and operation of reserve
storage facilities were not adequately docu-
mented; however, the Department has taken
steps to improve the adequacy. (See p. 15.)

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE
SECRETARY OF ENERGY

The Secretary, Department of Energy, should
make every attempt to minimize risk, uncer-
tainty, and when practicable, program costs
to insure that oil is stored in suitable,
stable storage facilities until needed.

Specifically. GAO recommends that the
Secretary

--study the alternatives for minimizing the
risk associated with using the potentially
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unsuitable caverns acquired for storage,
making the study results available to the
Congress;

-- develop a formal system for documenting,
before test completion, any acceptable
deviations from pressure levels specified
in the test pogram, and approvals for
such deviations;

--delay further oil storage development at
the salt mine until (1) the Mining Safety
and Health Administration and the Depart-
ment have jointly studied what additional
testing is needed to insure that the salt
mine is suitable for long-term crude oil
storage and (2) the Department and the
Mining Safety and Health Administratl n
have worked together to develop a solution
to the problems involved in using the salt
mine for storage; and

--insure that all future cost estimates
relating to the reserve program are ade-
quately documented.

COMMENTS ON DRAFT REPORT

The Mining Safety and Health Administration
sent GAO a copy of an April 24, 1978, memo-
randum to the Secretary of Labor stating
that Department "* * * plannirng for the ac-
tive mining and oil storage within the same
dome has the potential for serious to disas-
trous health and safety hazards to the iners";
and, the Department "continuing its present
program in the manner planned would be an
embarrassment to the Government." (See p.
20.)

The Morton Sal- Company questioned certain
facts and statements in GAO's report, includ-
ing statements that the Mining Safety and
Health Administration had concerns about
safety aspects of concurrent mining and oil
storage at the mine. (See p. 20.)
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The Department of Energy addressed to
general areas. First, it believes that GAO's
concern over the potential for caverns grow-
ing together is unwarranted. However, the
Department admitted that the possibility of
caverns growing together after multiple with-
drawals is real. Further, it said that it
will develop plans for refill of the reserve
which will include abandoning or modifying
the use of certain caverns, if necessary.
(See p. 22.)

GAO agrees that it is desirable to develop
such plans. However, they should be based
on thorough study, including the costs and
benefits, of alternatives to both (1) con-
tinued use of caverns which could grow to-
gether and (2) using altogether different
storage facilities. (See p. 22.)

The second area was the safety of using the
salt mine for oil storage. The Department
said that there is no evidence, facts, or
test data to indicate that the mine is not
suitable for oil storage. It also said that
there was no reason to delay storing oil at
the site and that the planned mining opera-
tions, which could involve safety hazards,
are not scheduled to begin until 1980. The
Department believes that any necessary cor-
rective actions can be taken before then.
(See p. 22.)

Because concerns raised by the Mining SaZety
and Health Administration have serious poten-
tial conseguences, delay of further oil stor-
age development at the mine, in GAO's opinion,
is warranted until these concerns are put to
rest. See p. 19.)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Energy Policy and Conservatton Act (Public Law 94-163)
requires the Department of Energy (DOE) 1/ to create a strate-
gic petroleum reserve (reserve) to diminish U.S. vulnerability
to the effects of a severe interruption in energy supplies and
to provide limited protection from the consequences of inter-
ruptions in petroleum product supplies. In December 1976 DOE
submitted to the Congress a strategic petroleum reserve plan
(plan) which stated that the reserve would contain 150 million
barrels of oil by December 1978, and 500 million barrels by
December 1982.

In his April 1977 energy message, however, the President
called for expanding the program to 1 billion barrels. Subse-
quently, DOE's May 1977 plan amendment set new reserve targets
of 250 million barrels by December 1978, and 500 million bar-
rels by December 1980; however, DOE does not expect to store
the first 250 million barrels until mid-1979. DOE expects to
store 1 billion barrels by December 1985. While DOE has not
yet estimated the cost of storing 1 billion barrels, DOE's
estimated cost for storing 750 million barrels is $14.4 bil-
lion.

DOE determined that underground storage was the least
costly, most feasible way t store large amounts of oil. Con-
sequently, oil for the reserve will be stored in salt caverns
and in mines. Nine potential storage sites with existing
capacities totaling ?91 million barrels were initially iden-
tified. DOE, as of mid-June 1978, had acquired four of these
sites through condemnation proceedings--three salt cavern
sites and one salt mine. The acquired sites are in Texas and
Louisiana near the Gulf coast.

CRUDE OIL STORAGE IN SALT CAVERNS

In the United States, salt caverns have been used for
over 20 years to store petroleum products including fuel oil

/Many of the statements and actions attributed to DOE in
this report were actually stated and performed by the Fed-
eral Energy Administration. For simplicity, however, DOE
is referred to throughout the report. The functions of the
Federal Energy Administration were transferred on October 1,
1977, to DOE.
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and natural gas, but they have not been used to store crudeoil. In France and West Germany, however, crude oil has beenstored in salt caverns for several years.

Salt caverns are created by a fairly simple processcalled leaching or solution-mining. First, a well is drilledinto the salt formation. The well is lined with steel casingwhich is set in cement to seal off freshwater beds and otherformations. Freshwater or sea water is then pumped down atube within the casing to dissolve the salt.

After leaching, the cavern contains a salt-water sub-stance called brine. Crude oil can then be pumped down be-tween the tubing and the casing to force the brine up throughthe tube. The oil floats on the remaining brine. Crude oilis withdrawn from a cavern by reversing the fill process. Bypumping water down the tubing the crude oil is forced up be-tween the tubing and the casing. The chart on page 3 showsthe operation of a crude oil storage cavern.

CRUDE OIL STORAGE IN CONVENTIONAL MINES

Although no crude oil is stored in mines in the UnitedStates, it has beel stored in an iron mine in France, a potas-sium mine in West Germany, and a coal mine in South Africa.The process of converting a mine for crude oil storage in-volves removing the oil production and shaft equipment, pre-paring the mine floor by installing a sump pump, grading thefloor to insure drainage to the pump, and installing casingfor oil fill and withdrawal. Unlike the salt caverns wherewater is used to displace crude oil, submersible pumps areused to withdraw oil from mines.

Potential problems relative to salt caverns and saltmines planned for storage ae discussed in this report aswell as the effects of long-term storage on the physical andchemical properties of crude oil, the potential for crudeoil losses, and the estimated costs of the storage facili-ties.
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CHAPTER 2

POTENTIAL PROBLEMS RELATIVE

TO SALT CAVERN STORAGE

To attain its goal of 250 million barrels of oil in
storage by December 1978, DOE decided to concentrate ini-
tially on converting existing salt caverns and ines into
storage areas rather than constructing storage areas, which
would take more time. Consequently, DOE acquired the follow-
ing four sites that have existing caverns and a salt mine.
These have a combined capacity of about 261 million barrels.

Estimated
Location Type of existing

(Parish/County underground capacity
Site and State) storage in barrels

(millions)

Bayou Choctaw Iberville, La. Salt caverns a/74

Bryan Mound Brazoria, Tx. Salt caverns 62

West Hackberry Cameron, La. Salt caverns 50

Weeks Island New Iberia, La. Salt mine 75

Total 261

a/Plans to use 30 million of the 74 million barrels of capa-
city have been deferred until a study of the salt dome is
completed.

DOE acquired a total of 19 salt caverns at Bayou Choctaw,
West Hackberry, and Bryan Mound to use for crude oil storage.
The caverns had been solution-mined over a period of years by
chemical companies to obtain brine feedstock for their manu-
facturing processes. These caverns were not designed to store
crude oil.

DOE hired a contractor to test the suitability of these
caverns for storing oil. The contractor determines, through
testing, if a cavern is suitaDle for crude oil storage. If
the cavern is found suitable, the contractor certifies that
the cavern is structurally sound for oil storage. As of
April 7, 1978, the contractor had certified 11 caverns.

We found, however, that the contractor made certain small
deviations frow the testing program. More importantly, we are
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concerned that of the 19 salt caverns, 6 may not be suitable
for long-term storage because they do not meet design stand-ards for oil storage suitability preferred by companies who
design, construct, and operate storage caverns. These six
caverns have about a 55-million-barrel capacity wotth about
$669 million in oil. Three of these six caverns have already
been certified and are to be used for storage. The otherthree caverns have failed to pass the tests for storage suit-
ability.

NO DOCUMENTATION REGARDING DEVIATIONS
FROM CAVERN TEST CRITERIA

The testing program calls for the caverns to be tested
to measure resistance to fracturing at pressures which will
be experienced when crude oil is pumped in and out of the cav-
erns. To allow for a safety margin, the test program requiresthat caverns be tested at pressures higher than the planned
operating pressures. We reviewed the contractor's cavern cer-
tification files to determine if tests were conducte- in ac-cordance with pressure criteria specified in the ter program.
Two caverns at West Hackberry--caverns number 6 and 9--were
tested at pressures slightly below those specified in the
cavern test program. For cavern 6 the test program called
for 732 pounds of pressure, but the cavern was tested to 710
pounds of pressure. For cavern 9 the test program required
650 pounds of pressure, but the cavern was tested to 640.
These test pressures are 30 perrant above the maximum planned
operating pressure of the cavens according to DOE officials.
According to the testing contractor, these deviations wereacceptable because cavern testing i time consum:ng, and the
additional time required to reach the specified pressure did
not justify achieving the small increase in the safety factor.
One DOE official told us that he had given verbal approval othe contractor to make the deviations. However, he said this
approval had not been documented.

Another DOE official stated that DOE relies on the exper-
tise and experience of the testing contractor for acceptable
deviations from the testing program. Whenever the contractorbelieves the cavern is suitable after performing the tests
--even with deviations--the contractor certifies the cavern.
The official added, however, that after reviewing the certi-
fca-tion document and the testing data on which the certifi-
cation was based, DOE has the option of not accepting the cer-
tification. DOE did not exercise this option and cceptee
certifications on the two caverns which were tested at lower
pressures than those sneified in the teet orogram.
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POTENTIAL PROBLEM-OF-CAVERNS GROWING
TOGETHER

The reserve is being designed to accommodate up to five
fill and withdrawal cycles. DOE assumes that oil may have to
be pumped into and out of storage five times during the life
of the reserve. According to a DOE report, each such cycle
can cause caverns to expand an estimated 14 percent. This
expansion could change the configuration of the caverns, in-
cluding height to diameter ratios. Most importantly, it could
cause caverns to grow together, forming new caverns with com-
pletely different shapes and height to diameter ratios.

The relationship of cavern height to cavern diameter and
the distance between caverns are important considerations when
determining salt cavern structural stability and suitability
for crude oil storage. These factors can indicate potential
massive fracturing of the cavern walls or total collapse of
the ceilings.

We attempted to identify specific criteria for cavern
height to diameter ratios and minimum distance between cav-
erns. We found, however, through discussions with officials
representing firms experienced in designing, constructing,
and perating storage caverns that specific criteria do not
exist. We did find, however, that each company has preferred
design standards, ranging from 3:1 to 10:1 for height to di-

ameter ratios and from 270 to 575 feet for minimum distance
between caverns. Moreover, a DOE contractor responsible for
designing and constructing new caverns for the reserve is
planning on a height to diameter ratio of 9:1 and a minimum
distance between caverns of 520 feet.

Six caverns acquired for storage do not conform to these
pr ferred design standards--caverns number 6 and 9 at West
Hackberry and caverns 3, 11, 13, and 15 at Bayou Choctaw. For

each of the six caverns, the distance from one- or more other
caverns is substantially less than the minimum preferred dis-
tance of 270 feet. Four of the caverns have a height to di-
ameter ratio of less than the minimum preferred ratio of 3:1
-- ranqing from 2:1 to 1:5. Of the six caverns, three already
have been certified suitable for crude oil storage. Caverns
3, 11, and 13 at Bayou Choctaw failed to pass pressure tests.

We discussed this issue with DOE officials. They told

us that three of the caverns--caverns 3, 11, and 13 at Bayou
Choctaw--have already grown together and a decision on whether
to use them has been deferred until further study of the salt
dome has been completed. These officials also said that while
they recognize that the potential exists for the remaining
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three caverns to grow together, they are still planning to
'se these caverns for storage.

DOE officials also told us that all caverns would beretested after each fill and withdrawal cycle to determineif the caverns remain structurally stable or suitable for
oil storage. If caverns did not remain suitable, DOE saidit could either (1) abandon the unsuitable caverns and useadditional cavern storage capacity that would be developedduring a withdrawal cycle or (2) use brine as a displacementfluid so that no additional growth could take place. In our
view, unanswered questions remain as to the viability of theseoptions. Regarding the first option, reserve plans call for
refilling caverns only to their initial capacity so that cav-ern enlargement could be minimized and so that adequate with-drawal rates can be maintained. Regarding the second option,DOE is aware that using brine would be very expensive and thatthere could be environmental problems associated with its use.In summation, although DOE has pointed to these options assolutions, the questions that face the use of these optionshave not been answered.
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CHAPTER 3

QUESTIONABLE SUITABILITY OF A SALT

MINE PLANNED FOR CRUDE OIL STORAGE

Weeks Island Salt Mine, a storage site for the reserve
program, has operated since 1902 and is now operated by Morton
Salt Company. The mine consists of two levels; but the upper
level has been abandoned since 1956 when production started
on the lower level. DOE intends to store about 75 million bar-
rels of oil in both levels, beginning in January 1979.

DOE acquired a minimum amount of the salt dome at Weeks
Island s that mining activities there could continue and any
adverse economic impacts on Morton and nearby communities
could be minimized. Morton is now developing a temporary min-
ing level beside the oil storage area, and Morton officials
stated that they will begin mining between 300 and 370 feet
directly below the oil storage area in 1980.

We looked into three aspects of the decision to store
oil at this site: (1) the adequacy of DOE's program to test
the existing mine for its suitability as a storage site, (2)
the effects of mining below the oil storage area, and (3) a
potential water problem at Weeks Island.

DOE'S INE TESTING PROGRAM
MAY NOT BE ADEQUATE

DOE selected the same contractor that is testing and
certifying salt caverns to test the mine's storage suitabil-
ity. The contractor developed a mine testing program for
DOE and subcontracted with a mining engineering and consult-
ing firm to carry out the tests. On January 17, 1978, the
contractor certified Weeks Island Salt Mine as suitable for
crude oil storage.

Because of concern for the health and safety of the salt
miners who could be working below the oil storage arear the
Department of Labor's Mining Safety and Health Administration
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(MSHA) 1/ reviewed the DOE testing program that had been used
as the asis for certifying the mine's suitability for storing
oil. MSHA officials found that DOE's mine testing program was
not adequate. Based on the number and type of salt samples
tested, MSHA officials questioned how a reliable determination
could be made that the mine is structurally suitable for oil
storage. The salt samples that were taken, according to MSHA
officials, are not representative of all conditions in the
mine and the test results just as easily could have been in-
terpreted that the mine is not suitable for oil storage.

Further, DOE tested only the lower level of the mine.
But, MSHA believes that the upper level should also be tested
because salt characteristics can change on a vertical plane.
According to MSHA officials, because of the magnitude and
cost of the reserve program, DOE is taking an unacceptably
high risk in assuming that the salt characteristics in the
upper level can be accurately projected based on data obtained
from testing the lower level. DOE officials disagreed. They
said that testing the upper level was not necessary because
on a vertical plane, there are no significant changes in salt
characteristics. They stated that any changes that do exist
are a function of depth and, thus, can be calculated. DOE's
conclusion, therefore, was that the lower level test generated
data that could be extrapolated reliably to the upper level.
Furthermore, DOE officials told us MSHA had refused to permit
DOE to test the upper level.

We asked MSHA officials if they had refused to allow
DOE to test in the upper level. MSHA officials stated that
MSHA informed DOE officials that because the upper level is
an abandoned mine, MSHA regulations require DOE to outline
safety procedures for MSHA approval efoze DOE could enter
the mine. DOE neither submitted the safety procedures nor
again asked about testing the upper level, according to MSHA
officials.

1/MSHA administers the enforcement provisions of the public
laws and related standards and training programs to guard
the health and safety of miners. MSHA was established
March 9, 1978, and assumed the responsibilities of the Min-
ing Enforcement and Safety Administration of the Department
of the Interior.
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UNCERTAIN EFFECTS OF CONTINUED MINING
BELOW THE OIL STORAGE AREA

A safe distance between the oil storage area and the new
mining area is vital because of the potential for blowouts.
Blowouts cause more salt than planned to be broken by blasting,
resulting in rounded openings of various depths in the mine
walls or ceilings. If Morton mines below the oil storage area,
a blowout could occur in Morton's working mine, possibly ex-
tending to the oil storage area above and flooding the working
mine with oil.

DOE's subcontractor responsible for testiny the mine
issued a final report on Weeks Island which recommended,
"Neglecting the possibility of blowouts, a minimum web [salt]
thickness of 300 feet should be provided to ensure the safety
of mining operations below the oil storage facility." The
report strongly recommended that mini ' , below stored oil not
be initiated until high-potential bl. at areas could be posi-
tively predicted. According to the report, the consequences
of a major blowout in a mine below stored oil could be disas-
trous and the risk of such occurrences must be eliminated to
ensure the safety of miners and the itegrity of oil storage.

According to Morton officials, the largest blowout that
ever occurred at Weeks Island extended about 30 feet. Thus,
because there will be between 300 and 370 feet of salt between
the floor of the lower storage area and the roof of the pro-
posed new mine, DOE and Morton officials believe that mining
below the oil storage area as planned should be safe. DOE
added, however, that sufficient study had not been done to
predict and control blowouts. DOE further stated that, while
unlikely, if blowouts were to damage the oil storage area,
Morton would be totally responsible. Morton officials argue
that, as long as Morton is not negligent: in its mining activ-
ities, DOE would be financially liable for damage to the stor-
age area and the mine below. In the event of mishap, the issue
of financial responsibility, including possible negligence, by
DOE, Morton, or others, would ultimately be determined in the
Courts.

MSHA is concerned about the potential effects of blowouts
at Weeks Island. According to MSHA officials, even if small
blowouts were to occur, cracks and fractures resulting from
the blowout could extend to the oil storage area and oil could
leak into the mine below. Blowouts have ccurred in five of
six Louisiana salt mine MSHA recently reported the results
of a limited study of blowouts; oil, gas, and water seepages;
and existing mining conditions at Weeks Island and all other
Louisiana salt domes in that area. With respect to the Weeks
Island blowout problem, the MSHA report concluded that Weeks
Island may be the most blowout-prone dome that was studied.
The report also concluded that no practical means exist to
assure that mining will not penetrate into a blowout-prone
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zone and that potential hazards are too great to permit mining
370 feet below oil storage. According to the report, unless
facts are provided that assure a lesser distance is adequate,
mining should not occur less than 650 feet below the oil stor-
age area.

MSHA, however, believes that development of blowout
evasion tactics may be possible through a more comprehensive
study of the five Louisiana mines. MSHA estimated this study
would take 1 year and would cost $300,000. DOE has offered
to provide financial and other assistance so that MSHA can
conduct the necessary studies.

DOE officials stated that DOE is fully committed to pro-
tecting the health and safety of miners at Weeks Island. Ac-
cording to DOE, storage of oil in the existing mine does not
present any immediate hazards to miners or the oil storage
area because Morton is currently working beside the storage
area.

DOE officials state that they believe that the salt area
it has acquired around the mine is adequate to protect the oil
storage area and a future salt mine below. However, if MSHA
determines that DOE's salt area acquisition is insufficient to
protect miners and property, DOE will take all action neces-
sary to insure site safety. This, according to DOE, would in-
clude acquisition of additional salt beneath the storage area
either by purchase or by right of eminent domain.

Existing underground storage capacity in the Gulf coast
is very limited, according to DOE; and there are no alterna-
tive sites to Weeks Island for 75 million barrels of oil
storage in the 1978-1979 time frame. No cost assessment has
been made for the possible acquisition of additional salt
beneath the existing mine, but DOE is prepared to assume this
financial burden to protect miners and the oil storage area.

If NSHA precludes Morton from mining at Weeks Island or
forces Morton to mine at a deeper level than planned, Morton
officials stated that they would initiate legal action against
DOE for, in effect, taking more salt in the dome than origi-
nally agreed to and paid for.

According to MSHA, a situation similar to Weeks Island
may exist at Cote Blanche, one of the five potential sites
identified for oil storage that DOE has not yet acquired. The
Cote Blanche mineowner is planning to mine above the proposed
oil storage area, according to MSHA. MSHA anticipates that
the owner may also decide to mine beneath the proposed oil
storage area because 900 million tons of salt could be recov-
ered from such mining activity. MSHA officials further state
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that hazards to the health and safety of miners are a likelyresult of concurrent mining and oil storage at Cote Blanche.

POTENTIAL WATER PROBLEM A WEEKS ISLAND

The MSHA report concluded that a water infiltrationproblem exists at Weeks Island. If this problem is not con-trolled, the oil storage area could be destroyed, accordingto MSHA, and oil could be washed out of the storage area andpose a threat to the environment. Morton, in developing itstemporary mine beside the oil storage area, encountered waterflows which totalled 50 gallons per hour, according to MSHA.After certain corrective actions were taken, flows are nowreported to be 4 to 5 gallons per hour.

DOE officials concur that water can be a serious problem.DOE also recognizes that water can leach openings in the saltand that determining the exact location of ground water at theedges of salt masses can be difficult. According to DOE, thewater Morton encountered in the salt structure has been linkedto subsurface water outside the salt mine and water flows intothe new mining area are being continuously monitored. DOE be-lieves that techniques can be developed to avoid water in-flows.

MSHA is concerned that, while water may be controlled atthe new mine, it could change its path and enter the oil stor-age area. According to the MSHA report, a water leak into theAvery Island mine in Louisiana was plugged by cement. But, 6months later the water rerouted itself into the mine 200 feetaway. This rapid, unpredicted movement of water, according
to MSHA, emphasized its concern about the water infiltrationat Weeks Island.

12



CHAPTER 4

EFFECTS OF LONG-TERM STORAGE ON

CRUDE OIL AND POTENTIAL LOSSES

DOE plans to store 1 billion barrels of crude oil and
:sibly petroleum products in the reserve. Current planning
rvides for withdrawal of this oil only if there is a severe

Interruption in energy supplies. In this chapter we address
(1) how long crude oil can be stored and still remain suitable
for refining and (2) how much oil might be lost during storage.

EFFECTS OF ONG-TERM STORAGE ON THE
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CRUDE OIE

DOE and petroleum company officials stated that, although
the length of time crude oil can be stored in salt caverns
or mines and remain suitable for refining is unknown, they be-
lieve long-term storage should not have any detrimental ef-
fects on crude oil. U.S. petroleum industry researchers have
developed information concerning the effects of salt cavern
storage on hydrocarbon stability, but this information is
Generally based n storage periods of less than 1 year.

The est German government has had crude oil stored in
salt caverns for over 8 years--the longest period of time
crude oil has been stored in salt caverns. DOE expects to
contract with the West German company that constructed and is
operating these caverns to obtain detailed information on he
stability of the stored crude oil. DOE plans to award the
contract costing about $250,000 in mid-1978. The work will
take about 1 year to complete.

One DOE official stated that after the caverns have been
filled a year or so, DOE plans to sample the oil in the cav-
erns and to test periodically the chemical composition of the
crude oil. This information will then be given to refiners
to make the necessary preparations to maximize product effi-
ciency during any supply interruptions.

POTENTIAL CRUDE LOSSES

We discussed the potential for crude oil losses in salt
caverns with DOE officials and with companies having experi-
ence in design, construction, and operation of salt caverns
for crude oil storage--American petroleum companies, a West
German company, and the Louisiana Offshore Oil Port. We
learned that there are generally three ways crude oil can be
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lost during storage: (1) leakage through cracks in the cavern,

(2) loss during oil withdrawal, and (3) suspension of oil in
brine.

If caverns remain structurally stable and do not crack,
crude oil should not leak out of the caverns. During our

discussions with officials of the American petroleum companies,
the West German company, and the Louisiana Offshore Oil Port,

we were told that ecause salt is impervious to petroleum,
crude oil should not be lost due to absorption.

In commenting on the environmental impact statement DOE

prepared for one of the storage sites, Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (EPA) officials stated that when oil is removed
from the storage caverns, some oil will adhere to the cavern
walls and will subsequently be suspended in the brine. EPA
further stated that when oil is pumped back into the caverns,
the displaced brine will carry the oil with it. According to
DOE, the maximum amount of crude oil mixing with the brine

during crude oil displacement would be about 18 parts per mil-

lion. Applying the 18 parts per million estimate to a 1 bil-
lion barrel reserve, DOE can expect to lose about 18,000 bar-

rels of oil (.0018 percent) during withdrawal operations.

DOE also stated that some oil will be suspended in brine

near the oil-brine interface and concluded that the amount of
suspended crude oil, commonly known ai an emulsion, cannot be

predicted. The emulsion amount cara be minimized, however, by
insurirg that the oil-brine interface is not withdrawn from

the cavern, The contractor who performed the engineering
feasibility studies on new caverns for DOE suggested that the

emulsified interface could be held in the cavern until its
volume warranted treatment. As part of the German contract
concerning the effects of long-term storage, studies '1 be

conducted to determine if (1) unacceptable oil emulsions will
be encountered and (2) treatment facilities are necessary for
breaking the emulsion and recovering the oil.
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CHAPTER 5

ADEQUACY OF STORAGE FACILITIES COST ESTIMATES

In discharging its legislative and surveillance
responsibilities, the Congress needs information to evaluate
the progress of Federal agencies in accomplishing program
objectives and to identify problems needing resolution. Ade-
quate program cost information is particularly essential.

In the strategic petroleum reserve plan submitted to the
Congress in December 1976, DOE estimated that the costs to ac-
quire, construct, and operate oil storage facilities would be
$765.9 million. A May 1977 amendment projected these costs
to be $785.2 million. DOE officials stated that acquisition
costs contained in the plan were based on Corps of Engineers
studies and tat construction and operation costs were based
on estimates contained in contractor studies made to assist
in DOE's storage site selection process.

We did not analyze the adequacy of the cost estimates
contained in the Corps of Engineers and contractor studies.
We tried, however, to match the amounts in the Corps of
Engineers and contractor studies with the amounts contained
in the plan and plan amendment. Except for a few instances,
the amounts were not the same. We then tried to determine

the reason for the differences. DOE officials advised us
float, for the most part, the basis for these differences was
not documented and that it would be extremely difficult, if
not impossible, to construct such documentation. DOE offi-

cials explained that adjustments were being made very quickly
to the amounts and that there was not enough tine for docu-
mentation.

Lack of documentation aside, we asked DOE officials to
explain these differences to us. They c uld not fully explain
these differences- but they stated that adjustments were being
made for such technical factors as alternative pipeline link-
ups and dock facilities.

In a March 7, 1978, letter to the Contrcller, DOE, we
asked for his views concerning the adequacy of reserve cost
documentation as well as assistance in providing us this
documentation. In a March 23. 1978, response, the Controller

agreed that there are problems in tracing the cost estimates
back to contractor estimates because the adjustments were not
well documented. The Controller also agreed that it is impor-
tant for the Congress to have adequate cost information and
indicated that substantial DOE attention has been rendered to
promote adequate cost estimates for new projects and effec-
tive project management control.
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The Controller also pointed out that in December 1977,
DOE completed a comprehensive review of the reserve program
management, cost, and schedule. One of the resultant manage-
ment decisions was th. t reliable cost estimates for construc-
tion and operation of the reserve facilities would be devel-
oped.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS, OBSERVATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS,

AND COMMENTS ON DRAFT REPORT

In December 1976 DOE submitted a reserve plan to the
Congress, stating that the reserve would contain 150 million
barrels of oil by December 1978 and 500 million barrels by
1982. Five months later, DOE accelerated the reserve tar-
gets to 250 million barrels by December 1978 and 500 million
barrels by December 1980; and, currently, DOE plans to store
1 billion barrels by December 1985. The rationale for the
acceleration was to provide the United States with increased
petroleum supply protection as soon a practicable. DOE has
revised its plans again and now expects Lo reach its 250 mil-
lion barrel target by June or July of 1979.

We agree with DOE that it s desirable to provide the
United States with petroleum supply protection as soon as
practicable. In this regard, we believe that it is most
important for DOE to insure that the reserve can be relied
on to provide protection from the consequences of interrup-
tions in energy supplies. DOE must, therefore, assure that
oil is stored in facilities that will remain suitable for
storage until the oil is needed.

We believe DOE's reserve storage targets are very ambi-
tious in view of the complex and technical nature of the pro-
gram. We further believe that the targets have had a dominant
influence on DOE actions and decisions. It is our view that
DOE has not allowed sufficient time to consider the pros and
cons of many of the decisions that have been and must be made
in developing the reserve.

Consequently, the tight time constraints for the reserve
program coupled with the fact that the program is new and com-
plex surround certain elements of the program with a degree of
risk that may be unacceptably high. In the following sections
we describe actions that DOE should take to minimize the risk.

POTENTIAL PROBLEMS OF USING CERTAIN
SALT CAVERNS FOR STORAGE

Of the 19 existing caverns DOE has acquired, 6 may not
be suitable for long-term storage because they do not meet
structural design standards for oil storage suitability. The
caverns are essentially too close to each other. Crude oil
fill and withdrawal cycles could cause the six caverns to
grow out to other caverns, forming new caverns with different
dimensions. Three of the six caverns already have been
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certified for storage. The other three have failed to pass
the tests for storage suitability. DOE has deferred a deci-
sion on whether to try to certify these three caverns until
further study of the salt dome has been completed.

DOE has mentioned two alternatives to continued use of
these caverns if they are found to be unsuitable to refill.
DOE said it could abandon the unsuitable caverns and use addi-
tional cavern storage capacity that had been developed during
a withdrawal cycle, or it would use brine as a displacement
fluid so that no additional growth could take place. DOE has
not fully studied these alternatives. It may be that these
alternatives are unworkable. If so, DOE may have to resort
to acquiring other existing caverns or mines, or constructing
new caverns or mines. In view of the significant problems
that these six caverns could pose (loss of oil, program de-
lays, and additional costs) we believe it would be imprudent
for DOE to proceed before alternative courses are examined.

NO DOCUMENTATION REGARDING DEVIATIONS
FROM CAVERN TEST CRITERIA

The two caverns at the West Hackberry site were not
tested to specified pressure luvels in DOE's cavern test pro-
gram. The deficiency may not be a serious problem, in itself,
because the deviations were small. What may be serious is
that DOE does not have a formal system for documenting allow-
able deviations from criteria specified in the test program
before tests are completed. This could lead to unauthorized
deviations or tendencies to approve unacceptable deviations
from the test program, so time and money could be lost by re-
testing caverns to acceptable pressure levels.

PROBLEMS AT THE WEEKS ISLAND MINE

We are concerned that the Weeks Island mine may not be
a suitable or practical facility for long-term crude oil stor-
age because of the problems surfaced by MSHA officials and
because of the resulting potential legal and financial rami-
fications. The following problems are involved in using the
Weeks Island mine to store oil.

-- The DOE test program used to determine the mine's
suitability may not have been adequate and interpre-
tation of test results may be questionable.

-- If Morton mines salt 300 to 370 feet under the storage
area, as planned, miners' safety and the integrity of
the oil storage could be in jeopardy.
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-- If MSHA precludes Morton from mining as planned,
adverse financial impact to Morton and nearby com-
munities is possible; furthermore, it could result
in legal action against DOE.

--A potential water problem at Weeks Island could result
in oil washing out of the storage area damaging the
environment.

These problems can be focused into two basic questions:
(1) is the mine structurally suitable for crude oil storage,
and (2) if so, is it cost effective in view of the additional
expense that could be incurred to ensure miner safety and in-
tegrity of oil storage? Because of the potential consequences
we have mentioned, these questions must be answered. In so
doing, we believe that DOE must work with MSHA to develop a
strategy whereby the interests and concerns of all affected
parties--especially miner safety--are considered and placed
in proper perspective. The resolution should give due consid-
eration to minimizing adverse economic and social impact on
all affected parties.

MSHA and DOE officials met recently to discuss the prob-
lems that MSHA believes exist at the Weeks Island mine. At
the time of our report, the two agencies had not reached
agreement on the problems nor on a strategy for resolving them.
DOE has agreed to enter into a memorandum of understanding
with MSHA to improve cooperation and develop a program that
is in the best interest of the Government. We believe that
DOE and MSHA must resolve these problems before any addition-
al work is done to convert the mine to an oil storage area.

ADEQUACY OF STORAGE FACILITY COST ESTIMATES

Accurate cost information is essential to appropriations
committees when considering requests for program funds. This
is particularly true with such extremely high cost programs
as the strategic petroleum reserve. The cost estimates for
acquisition, construction, and operation of reserve storage
facilities were not adequately documented. DOE has taken
steps which we heartily endorse, however, to improve the ade-
quacy of cost estimates for the reserve.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE SECRETARY
OF ENERGY

We recommend to the Secretary, Department of Energy, that
eveiy attempt be made to minimize risk, uncertainty, and pro-
gram costs (when practicable), to insure that oil is stored in
suitable, stable facilities until needed.
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Specifically, we recommend that the Secretary

--study alternatives for Tninimizing the risk associated
with using the potentially unsuitable caverns acquired
for storage and make the study results available to
the Congress;

-- develop a formal system for documenting, before test
completion, any acceptable deviations from pro-cure
levels specified in the test program and appri als
for such deviations;

--delay further oil storage development at Weeks Island
until (1) MSHA and DOE have jointly studied what addi-
tional testing is needed to insure that the Weeks
Island salt mine is suitable for long-term crude oil
storage and (2) DOE and MSHA have worked together to
develop a solution to the problems involved in using
the Weeks Island mine for storage; and

-- insure that all future cost estimates relating to the
reserve program are adequately documented.

COMMENTS ON- DRAFT REPORT

We sent a draft of this report to MSHA, DOE, and Morton
for comment. Their comments are included s appendix I in
this report.

MSMA-comments

In responding to our report, MSHA sent us a copy of its
March 1978 task force report on problems involved in using
the Weeks Island mine for storage, and sent a memorandum dated
April 24, 1978, transmitting the report to the Secretary of
Labor. This memorandum reflects MSHA's concerns and states,
"Present DOE planning for the active mining and oil storage
within the same dome has the potential for serious to disas-
trous health and safety hazards to the miners." The memoran-
dum also states that the MSHA Task Force, "in their report
identifies the problem of uncontrolled flows of water, which
even with the absence of active mining, has the potential for
destroying the integrity of an oil storage area;" and, "DOE
continuing its present program in the manner planned would
be an embarrassment to the Government."

Morton-comments

Morton responded to our draft report by giving some
details on the history of the mine and how DOE acquired it.

Morton's response stated that our report should recognize
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that Morton's continued mining at Weeks Island minimizes the
disruption not only to the Company and nearby communities,
but also to the work force, to the local economy, includingbusinesses and suppliers serving Weeks Island, to the up-river
distribution system of Morton, and to the many hundreds of
rock salt customers served by Weeks Island. We agree, as evi-
denced by our conclusions, that DOE and MSHA should develop a
strategy whereby the interests and concerns of all affected
parties are considered and placed in proper perspective andthd% due consideration should be given to minimizing adverse
economic and social impact on all affected parties.

Also, Morton questioned certain facts and statements in
the report, including our statements that MSHA had concerns
about safety aspects of concurrent mining and oil storage atWeeks Island. However, MSHA's task force report clearly ex-
presses serious safety concerns with the mine and describes
the factual bases for these concerns.

Morton considers 300 to 370 feet of salt between the oil
storage area and the proposed mine below to be very safe based
upon standard operating practices and a rock mechanic's study.
Morton also states that, to its knowledge, it is presumptive
and conjectural to conclude that a blowout could occur in Mor-
ton's working mine that might extend to the oil storage area
above and flood the working mine with oil. Morton also statesthat cracks and fractures extending from a blowout in the pro-
posed mine would not extend vertically to the oil storage area.Morton further states that criteria are available for predict-
ing areas with blowout potential, and Morton plans to take
measures to avoid blowout-prone areas in future mining.

We are not convinced that a 300 to 370 foot distance be-
tween the oil storage area and the proposed new mine is safe
and believe it has been clearly demonstrated that further
study is needed before a safe distance, if any, can be posi-
tively predicted. To our knowledge, nowhere in the world has
any mining activity taken place below underground oil storage;
and, therefore, there is no standard operating practice for
mining below stored oil. Furthermore, the rock mechanic's
study addressed safe distance from the standpoint of the pro-
posed salt thickness being able to withstand the stress of
the stored oil, and did not address the effects of a blowout.
MSHA officials stated that adequate criteria is not available
to be able to predict and control blowouts and that cracksand fractures do extend vertically. Furthermore, according
to MSHA, no practical means eists to assure that mining will
not penetrate into a blowout-prone zone.
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DOE comments

DOE'S comments addressed two general areas. First,
altnough DOE admitted that the possibility o caverns growing
together aft multiple withdrawals is real, DOE believes that
our concern _ : the potential for caverns growing together
is unwarranted. According to DOE, it will perform tests after
each withdrawal to determine precisely the scope of cavern en-
largement. DOE states that mitigating measures can be taken
if these tests indicate that caverns could grow together after
another fill and withdrawal cycle. Also, DOE intends to de-
velop plans--to be furnished to the Congress--for abandoning
or modifying the use of certain caverns if that should become
necessary. We agree that it is desirable to develop such
plans. However, such plans should be based on a thorough
study, including the costs and benefits, of alternatives to
both (1) continued use of caverns which could grow together
and (2) using altogether different storage facilities. DOE
has not fully studied these alternatives.

The second general area of DOE's comments was the desira-
bility and safety of using the Weeks Island salt mine for oil
storage. DOE does not agree that the mine may not be suitable
for oil storage. DOE said that no evidence, facts, or test
data exists to indicate that the Weeks Island mine is not suit-
able for oil storage.

In so doing, DOE disagreed with a study done by its own
testing contractor, which stated that "all areas of the mine
have different test r " and recommended that both levels
of the mine be test. ler, DOE said that technical anal-
yses performed by DOE cn. .)rs, which indicate that 300
feet of salt is desirable beneath the oil storage area, was
based on, among other things, the potential for blowouts.
This statement is inaccurate. A contractor's report DOE
furnished to us to support this statement recommended,
"Neglecting the possibility of blowouts, a minimum web [salt]
thickness of 300 feet should be provided to ensure the safety
of mining operations below the oil storage facility." (Under-
scoring provided.)

DOE described several other factual differences it had
with our report. These differences underscore the disagree-
ment between MSHA and DOE over the suitability of the salt
mine for oil storage and the need for these agencies to work
together to resolve the serious problems that are involved.

Finally, DOE states that it disagrees that all uncertain-
ties (no matter how minimal) should be or can be fully resolved
before proceeding with implementation of the reserve program
and further states that the risks are of little consequence
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when compared with reduced protection which would result from
delays in program development. While we agree that all uncer-
tainties cannot be fully resolved, we do believe that the
problems raised in this report are of significant concern to
warrant that DOE take the corrective actions recommended.
We further believe that delays are warranted to ensure that
the reserve will be able to provide the degree of protection
needed by the Nation to offset the impact of interruptions
of oil imports.
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CHAPTER 7

SCOPE CF REVIEW

We conducted our review at DOE offices in Washington,
D.C. and Dallas, Texas; at the offices of the contractor
responsible for testing and certifying storage caverns and
mines; and at the Weeks Island, West Hackberry, and Bryan
Mound storage sites.

We reviewed legislation, literature pertinent to under-
ground storage, the storage site selection process, and cav-
ern and mine test programs. We observed cavern and mine tests
at three storage sites and interviewed DOE, MSHA, and contrac-
tor officials.

We also obtained comments regarding underground storage
from

-- two American petroleum companies which construct and
operate underground storage caverns;

--a rock mechanics authority who is conducting research
on the dimensions and stability of salt caverns;

-- officials from Louisiana Offshore Oil Port--the deep-
water port planned for construction in the Gulf of
Mexico--which will use salt caverns for onshore faci-
lities;

--Government officials associated with the Federal Repub-
lic of Germany's crude oil storage program; and

--a German company which constructs and operates salt
caverns for oil storage.



APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

4015 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, Virginia 22203 \ 

JUL ?7

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart
Director, Human Resources Division
United States General Accounting Office
..shington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Ahart:

The Mine Safety and Health Administration, Department of Labor, has
completed their review of the drafts of a proposed report, "Question-
able Suitability of Certain Salt Caverns and Mines for the Strategic
Petroleum Reserve." Additionally,,te have met with several members
of your taff and discussed with them the first and second drafts of
the report.

In H.rch, the Five Island Salt Domes (LA) were investigated by members
of the Mine Safety and Health Administration's Underground Storage
Task Force and South Central District enforcement personnel to study
the blowout phenomena, permeability and oil, gas, and wter seepages,
and to observe existing mining conditions. Their findings address some
of the issues raised in your report. A copy of the Mine Safety and
Health Administration Task Force Report is enclose4. The informa-
tion contained in this rport may be of assistance to you.

We have appreciated the opportunity to review your report and discuss
with your staff its findings. If we can provide any further infor-
mation, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Your interest in or mine safety and health program is greatly
appreciated.

Sincerely,

Robert B. Lagather
Assistant Secretary

for Mine Safety and Health

Enclosures
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H!EiOAJ'~%D:! FOR: SECPETARY OF IABO1R

FROW1: jROBET E. 'LAATHTfZ Signed Robert . Lagather
Assistant Secretary

for ine Safety and lealth

SUBJECT: Department of Lor Involvtcent with the
National Storage Petrolen :eserve Program

The Pre3sident has set a Strategic Petrolcuw eserve (rP.) oal
for the storage of oe billion barrcls of bi) by 193. The Departecnt
of ner y (,iO) has a current fill sc'ilJule of 123 rll!.on barrels
in underground storee,, by the end of 197S. The !ine Safety and Health
Administ-ratioon ndersta ,:ti. that n.st of t!r. oil 'ill 1 e stored in t'o
mines, '-ee!s Island and Cote lanche, li-.tch are in salt dones alc,
the Louisiana Gulf Coast. The SPR plroran is beaspd on a.ctive iin -

eiug, continued in I'ne domes, di3cc.-. to. n.''.o d arlovce te trl'
oil. Unfortunately, DOE has not advised . of its future plnrnlr.,
and we do not know if other 'dual-purpose" niCes are t.elnr considerer.

In early 1976, N.S1IA wae advised of the ossible utilization of
mines for the atrate::ic stora3,e of pctrol,.. It was nct until late
1976, hwever, that ISIA received a feasibility study rcn DO:, or'ented
to the xcononies of the oil tornae ?rerarn, for revicw ad coent.
Recognizin. the potential izards to any miners ;nd mininR activities
in the icin.ity of oil store, !iS'.A !:adl a -ulti-discipline Task force
investiate the technical feasiBilit of dual-pur!ose ,incs. Th.vy lrve
net witi DOE, its consultants and contractors, and the nine operators,
from ea:ly 1977 to vry reccntly, to discuss and review their proposed
plans. Additionally, the Task Force investigated the 'eeks Island and
Cote Bl tncheanines, and the other three salt domes cup:rising the Five
Island lincs. Information on the "blcoout" phenomena, strata per-.c-
ability. eepages of oil, rau and water and the mining operations wav
gathere I. The iteraction btv;een the rtining operations and the stored
oil was then developed,

The Ta'.: Force investigation of the Five Islands Salt lAnes has been
cco-plet d. A copy of their report i attached for your information.
Their cnclusions and recommendatlons have been reviewed by HSHA's
senior tuff .hn eonreir t-h t:(e: f!td-r-.
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Interdepartmental conflicts will arise from dual-purpose ines.
Hovwever, it is in DOE's and the Nation's best interrst to mine adjacent
to the stored oil. For example, the Cote Blanche nalt dome has at
least 700 million tons of economically recoverable salt outside of the
proposed oil-storage "envelope." That salt elon!fo to nincral-ri,lts
holders; e estimate royalties of $300,000 per year (about 19C/ton) and
a full purchase price of at least $80 million. The superior purity end
color of that salt and its relatively low enery demand in processing
make it desirable to textile, food processing, and chemical, aon-
other industries. Its low cost to mine and its rcAdy access to narket
make that salt ore economically attractive than most other deposits
in the country. Additionally, mine wages and taxes are critical to the
local communities and the State.

Present DOE planning for the active mining and oil storage, within
the same dome has the potential for serious to Nd-ictrous ealth
and safety hazards to the miners, In the !ISIA rort on the Five
Island ines, recommendations are included sw.hich -:ill ilitate
against those hazards. However, DOE, their c;'itants end the ine
operators may be reluctant to consider our reco--ndations.

Should the present course of action be contil,,il y Or., ve will have
no recourse other than to iscsus w'thdrawal o..;r--- ,.c ,- i*#dteA ,
Section 104 of Public Law 95-164, the Federal :-:.: aiety and Eealth
Act of 1977. Such action can be expected to advc's.l- affect the
negotiations between DOE and the mine cnrator -zf itcs ein- con-
sidered for the SPR programn, as well as create c,.. -r l.,al and ocial
problems for the affected storage site end surr: iir- area. :!di-
tionally, the Task Force in their report identifics the proble of
uncontrolled flows of water, which even with the ak.nence of active
mining, has the potential for destroying: te int-.ritv of n oil
storage area. It is questionable whether D1OE u-rntc.ds the i-'li-
cation's related to uncontrolled waterilows.

The above briefly summarizes MSUA's involvement with DOE's oil stora"e
program. I believe that the DOE continuing its resent pro,ram In the
manner planned would be an embarrassn:ent to the Government. Ac your
convenience, I would appreciate the opportunity of further discussion
on this matter.

Attachments
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MORTON SALT COMPANY
DIVISION F 1ORTON-NORWICH

May 22, 1978

Mr. Monte Canfield, Jr.
Director
United States General Accounting Office
Energy and Minerals Division
Washington, D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Canfield:

On April 28, 1978, we received your letter dated April 26 to John Kolbas
enclosing for our comment sections of a drait report of potential problems
with using certain salt cverns and mines under the Strategic Petroleum
Reserve Program. We met with Ralph Calloway and Lucille Perholtz to
discuss our comments at their request.

We are pleased that you provided us with the opportunity to comment on a
matter that is of extreme importance to us, to our employees, and to the lo-
cal community.

It may be best to begin with a little history as background. Morton and its
predecessor in interest have beei producing salt trom Weeks Island since
the turn of the century. Morti._n is the owner of Weeks Island, and carries
on not only rock salt mining, but also solution mining, milling, processing,
packaging and loading operations. Mortc: Chemical, another Division of
Morton-Norwich Products, Inc., oper- es a chemical plant on the Island
which uses salt produced at Weeks Island as feedstock, and is in the process
of building a new, additional chemical plant at a cost of $15,000,000.

DOE chose the Weeks Island rock salt mine as one of four sites for the Early
Strategic Reserve. DOE advised Morton that it would acquire the mine
based upon negotiated terms and conditions or, absent such, would take the
mine by condemnation. Morton did not solicit this acquisition, and Morton
was, in reality, a forced - and not a willing - seller. Negotiations with DOE
were carried on, and consummated, based on the condition that DOE was
acquiring only that property needed for oil storage; namely, the subterranean
mine and appurtenances and easements. Morton would continue to own the
surface buildings and facilities and the remainder of the salt dome from
which it could continue to produce salt. The actual transfer of title to the
property and payment of the $30, 000, 000 consideration were by means of
condemnation, instituted by the Department of Justice in the U. S. District
Court in Lafayette, Louisiana.

've trust that you appreciate that these arrangements were undertaken for a
multitude of reasons. Obviously, the cost to the Government was minimized

1 1' NJOTn WnACKE OIV- · (:'i:Ar; ILINOIS 60606 · 312) 621 5639
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Mr. Monte Canfield r. Page Two
U. S. GAO 5/22/78
Re: WVeeks Island (MSD)

by not 'king all of eeks Island, but rather taking only that deemed neces-
sary t- DOF. It :lso minimizes the disruption not only to the Company and
the r, arby c'munities, but also to the work force, to the local economy,
incl. ing businesses and suppliers serving Weeks Island, to the up-river
distri ution system, of Morton, and to the many undreds of rock salt custo-
me;s served by Weeks Island. Your report fails to adequately ecognize
these important benefits te be gained by Morton being able to continue to mine
at Weeks Island.

in . portion of your draft report, you discuss what is titled: "Uncertain Ef-
fects of Continuing Mining Below the Oil Storage Area, " ana cite two problem
areas, blowouts and boreholes. With reference to the blowout problem, we
have several comments, First, we certainly agree that a safe distance be-
tween the oil stoiage area and the new mining area i vital. Our goal, a-
yours, is to identify "what is afe. " We trust you appreciate that all m
ing operations, as most other tings in life, are not absolutely free from any
and all risk. Rather, the attempt has to be to identify what is safe to a rea-
sonable degree of certainty and what is the nature and xtent of the risk. Ve
believe we have done this by analyzing the risk objectively and realistically,
and by planning our new, permanent mining level at a depth of 370 feet be-
neath the oil storage. Only the sump area of the present productior shaft
(18 feet in diameter) will be as near as 300 feet.

We consider this sill thickness to be very safe based upon standard operating
practices of Morton and the industry in general, and upon rock mechanic's
considerations. The results of a finite element analysis performed at the
University of Illinois confirms this view, which analysis is documented in a
report by A. J. Hendron, Jr. entitled, "Preliminary Finite Element Study
of Proposed Third Level Mine at Weeks Island with Oil Storage in Levels 1
and 2" dated May 23, 1977.

We question your factual basis for concluding that "a blowout could occur in
Morton's working mine that might extend to the oil storage area above and
flood the working mine with oil. " Such would require a blowout of at least
370 feet, vertical dimension, which, as far as we know, is simply presump-
tive and conjectural. The largest blowout ever experienced at Weeks Island
extended thrity feet long and ten feet in diameter, not the 100 feet referred
to on Page 12 of your draft report. We suspect your reference to a reported
100-foot blowout was in connection with another salt dome. Please recog-
nize that salt domes are different, with different characteristics.

With reference to your Page 12, first paragraph, world-wide experience
indicates that various criteria are available for predicting areas with blow-
out potential, and your attention is directed to the following reference ma-
terial: Proceedings of the 1966 Leipzeig Conference on Sudden Outbursts.
A study, recommended by MSHA, is being undertaken through Dames &
Moore, consultants in earth sciences, to develop criteria to fit our local
situation. The scope of this study is set forth in the attachment, with the
intent being to complete the study by September, 1978.
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Mr. Monte Canfield, Jr. Page Three

U. S. GAO 5/22/78
Re: Weeks Island (MSD)

With reference to your Page 12, second paragraph, DOE is quoted as being of

the opinion that "sufficient study had not been done to predict and control blow-
outs." We do not object co DOE or MSHA undertaking further studies to the

extent either believes necessary. The study we are undertaking, referred to
in the prior paragraph, could greatly ameliorate the concerns.

The reference in your report to the salt company being totally responsible

for a blowout which would cause damage to the oil storage area is an erron-

eous assumption. Liability is a legal question that depends upon the various

facts and circumstances. We would hope that DOE recognizes its responsibil-

ity to utilize the property it acquired by condemnation from Morton in a manner

that does not cause damage to Morton, as the adjacent property owner, or does

not otherwise deprive Morton of the use of its property.

In the final paragraph of Page 12, the statement attributed to MSHA about frac-

tures and cracks is rather confusing. Only if a blowout occurred spontaneously

at the floor of the oil storage can it be envisioned that fracturing would extend

downward to the roof (free face) of the mine below. Even then, horizontal

stress in the separating sill pillar would tend to seal the fracture. If the re-

verse were true; that is, a blowout occurrence in the roof of the new mine, all

expelled salt would move out of the opening, and any cracks would parallel the

remote end of the opening created, as evidenced by the blowouts in salt and
potash mines throughout the world. It sk.Juld be understood that the gas in a

blowout is usually COZ and does not expl de, but merely breaks through the

thin wall created in its proximity by the advancing face.

You should recognize that the blowout-prone zones at Weeks Island have a

pattern related to relict bedding planes in areas of metamorphism. These

contorted planes are vertical in attitude, and their downward projection will

simply be avoided in mining a lower level. Probe drilling will be carried

out routinely in the new mine so that potential blowouts will be identi fied and

bled off harmlessly.

It is also important that you recognize that mining directly below the present

mined area offers the best opportunity for avoiding sudden blowout problems.

The vertical attitude of the geology provides the basis for identifying poten-

tial blow-out zones in the new mine in that the new mine level below should

be substantially a "carbon copy" of the existing mine, where we have identi-

fied the location of the blowout areas. We intend to avoid such areas in our

future mining.

With reference to problems with boreholes on your Pages 13 and 14, we do

have records of all boreholes, and none of the holes is deep enough to reach

the new level. We intend to plug all f them with non-shrinking grout.
Furthermore, we intend, as an additional safety precaution, to treat all
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Re: Weeks Island (MSD)

holes as if they were improperly plugged and, even though properly plugged,
we intend, in future mining beneath, to mine around them, leaving them in

the center of a substantial pillar. Even if the implausible occurred, it would
be entirely possible to insert a packer and valve into a vertical borehole in
the mine roof under full-head-of-oil conditions. 1/

One final point needs to be made. References in your report to MSHA's
opinions are net supported by the Agency's representations to us. We have,
from the beginning, attempted to work closely with MESA, its predecessor,

and have proceeded only after getting its approval in concept. We have not
been advised that this concept is no longer acceptable or that it would present
an immninent danger to our workforce.

We hope our comments are of assistance to you in understanding what is in-
volved at Weeks Island. MWe, like you, are interested in the safe implemen-
tation of the Strategic Petroleum Reserve Program at Weeks Island. To
the extent there exist unreasonable risks and unsafe conditions, we wish to
be aware of them, and would be happy to work with DOE, MSHA, and/or
GAO in solving them.

Please be sure to advise us if you would like any additional information.
Again, we appreciate this opportunity to provide you with our comments.

Very truly yours,

MORTON SALT DIVISION
MORTON-NORWICH PRODUCTS, INC.

John M. Kolbas
President

JMK:nhm
Attachments

1/GAO ncte--The issue of boreholes is no longer addressed in this report
because additional information we obtained led us to conclude that the
boreholes had bee., located.
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ATTACDIENT

Sudden Outburst Study:

1. Catalog location and size.

2. Gather samples of expelled salt, if possible.

3. Make physical and chemical comparison of expelled
versus "normal" salt.

4. Sample wall rock-of cavities for anomalous salt.

5. Probe-drill suspect zones, core and analyze.

6. Map geology in known zones.

7. Attempt gas analysis, expelled and "normal."

8. Measure gas pressure.

9. Observe sudden outburst cavities in other mines
and comment.

10. Plot zones if identifiable on both mining levels,

11. Vertical (or slightly inclined, based on geology)
drill holes in zones. Limited upward and downward
depths.
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1. On current mine map, plot location of all positively
identified sudden outbursts. Indicate in a key the
size of the outbursts referenced to their location
number. Note trends so that probe drilling foL others
may be undertaken intelligently.

2. In some cases expelled salt may be still available for
analysis and comparison to backgrounf "normal" salt.
Decrepitation upon solution or heating, microscopic
examination, petrofabric comparisons, etc.

3. See 2 above, also spectroscopic analysis for trace
elements may be undertaken (expelled vs. normal).

4. If no expelled salt can be positively identified,
perhaps wall rock of outburst cavities may prove anomalous.

5. Drilling and coring along identified trends may
produce samples that can be "fingerprinted" so that
future mining can utilize similar techniques. If
possible, drilling should be done through a packer with
a provision for catching a gas or fluid sample;

6. The mappable geology in outburst prone zones may be
sufficiently unique to allow future prediction based on
this parameter.

7. To the extent that gas samples can be collected, they
should be analyzed for composition.

8. See 5 above; if packer can be closed in sufficiently
quickly, gas pressures can be gauged.

9. Seek permission, through MESA, to observe similar
phenomena in the four other Louisiana salt mines.
Do not attempt in-depth study, but gather comments
(and perhaps samples).

10. Map geology if possible in superposed position on
upper level; if structure deivates from vertical,
make proper allowance.

11. It would be highly desirable, if time permits, to
drill vertically (or parallel to slightly inclined
structure), both upward and downward, in known zones
or exactly at the locus of an existing outburst.
This has the best chance of proving or dispelling
the theory that outburst zones parallel structure,
and, therefore, are predictable on lower mining.
levels. Also, with luck, gas pressure variances
(or similarities) may be observed.
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i'epartmenlt Elf Enc gy
Washirnton, DL.C:. 205 15

July 18, 1978

Mr. Monte Canfield, Jr., Director
Energy and Minerals Division
U. S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Canfield:

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the GAO draft
report entitled "Questionable Suitability Of Certain Salt Caverns And
Mines For The Strategic Petroleum Reserve." Our views with respect to
the text of the report and recommendations made by GAO are discussed
below.

The GAO report addresses a number of geological and engineering aspects
of petroleum storage in salt domes. It discusses some of the technical
issues which the Department and its contractors have identified and
considered during the technical evaluation and design of SPR sites.

We believe that GAO's concern over DOE's cavern certification program
and the potential for caverns to grow together is unwarranted because:

o DOE's cavern certification program consists of more tests than
the pressure tests referred to in the report. Directional
surveys, sonar surveys and cement bond logs are an integral part
of the certification program to assure the structural stability
and integrity of all solution-mined caverns which have been
certified.

o As the report points out, pressure tests conducted for the two
caverns cited in GAO's report were performed at pressure 30
percent above the planned maximum operating pressure.

o Caverns currently planned for SPR oil storage have passed all
certification tests and are satisfactory for at least one fill
and withdrawal cycle. At no time has there been any evidence
that certified caverns are not suitable for oil storaae. DOE
monitoring during oil fill operations shows that there has been
no oil loss in any of the caverns currently being filled.
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o The possibility for caverns to coalesce after multiple withdrawals

is real. The actual nature of cavern growth is difficult to pre-

dict and tests will. be performed after each withdrawal to deter-
mine precisely the scope of cavern enlargement.

o If tests indicate that one or more caverns could coalesce after

another fill and withdrawal, mitigating measures can be taken.
For example, it is a common industry practice to use br.ne as a
displacement fluid during withdrawal to prevent any future
cavern growth.

DOE intends to develop plans for refill of the reserve in the event of

a withdrawal which will include plans for abandoning or modifying the

use of certain caverns if necessary. When such plans are developed,
they will be furnished to the Congress.

Also, we will develop a formal system or procedure for documenting cavern

test results including procedures for assuring appropriate approvals of
any deviations from test criteria.

We do not agree with the conclusion that the Weeks Island storage site

may not be suitable for oil storage.

° GAO's finding that all areas of the mine had different test

results is inaccurate. The test results did not give an
indication that the mine was not suitable for storage. All

variances in measurements were within the sensitivity bands of
the test equipment used.

o Areas selected as test locations within the mine were those which

have the highest probability of failure during oil storage.

Tests were performed in the lower level of the mine because the
greatest pressures will result at this level. Salt characteristics

are considered to be equivalent between the upper and lower levels
of the mine.

o Close visual inspection of all portions of the mine was performed

as part of the mine certification program. Furthermore, extens-
ive mine conversion work being performed in both the upper and lower

portions of the mine continues to confirm that the mine is totally
suitable for oil storage.

o Technical analyses performed by DOE contractors indicate that
300 feat of salt is desirable beneath the oil storage to insvre

the integrity of the site. This evaluation was based on the
structural nature of the mine and salt dome, the possibility of
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a mining operation below the storage area and the potential forblowouts. The question of web thickness was discussed withMining Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) prior toacquiring the mine and no objections were raised by MSHA atthat time about the 300 foot thickness. Accordingly, DOE's pur-chase of the mine included 300 feet of salt below the existingmilne.

Morton Salt Company's plans to mine below the storage area arecontingent upon approval by MSHA. MSHA's concern that a miningoperation below the oil storage could pose risks is basedprincipally on the fact that little technical data and analysisis available on salt mine blowouts. If the planned MSHA study ofblowouts indicates that the DOE property acquisition is insuffi-cient, DOE will take all action necessary to insure site safetyincluding acquisition of additional salt below the existing mineif necessary.

Morton Salt Company is currently mining salt an area above andoff to the side of DOE's property. Operations in this area areexpected to continue through 1980 and do not jeopardize minersafety in any way. Morton is maintaining its salt productionlevels and DOE's acquisition of the mine has resulted in nounemployment or adverse economic impact.

Water intrusion is a constant possibility in all salt miningoperations. Modern mining techniques and practices are designedto avoid and control potential water problems. The Weeks Islandmine has a 75-year record of safe operations. The water problemcited by GAO was encountered by Morton while excavating in a newarea above and to the side of the oil storage area. Water inflowhas been controlled and will continue to be monitored. Theconcrete bulkheads being installed in the mine by DOE to containthe stored oil would prevent any potential water inflow fromreaching the oil storage area.

o GAO's comments on the outcome of Morton's plans to continuemining are highly speculative. Morton owns vast quantities ofsalt not only below the storage site but to all sides. TheSpector of unemployment, adverse financial impact, lack of minersafety and litigation are unwarranted at this time since MSHA isonly beginning its evaluation process and Morton appears to havealternatives to mining below the oil storage area.

DOE cannot agree with GAG's recommendation to delay storage developmentand oil fill at the Weeks Island site. There is no evidence, facts, or
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test data to indicate that the mine is not suitable for oil storage.
Morton's mining operations through 1980 pose no health or safety hazard
to miners or the oil storage area. Furthermore, there is adequate time
and alternatives exist so that the issue of where Morton can safely and
economically continue to mine salt at Weeks Island can be resolved. De-
laying the use of the site for strategic petroleum storage will not con-
tribute to the resolution of this issue.

On the other hand, delaying oil storage at the site will increase this
nation's vulnerability to interruptions of oil imports. It is necessary
to weigh the risk of the economic and social loss which could result with-
out this SPR site against the risk of some impact on future mining in the
salt dome. In addition, the cost of delaying or terminating DOE con-
tractors, which are currently converting the mine for oil storage and are
constructing oil distribution facilities, would be h gh with little or no
benefit derived.

The concerns raised by GAO are being resolved and p ;e no serious risk to
the integrity of the storage system. DOE agrees wits GAO that the SPR
Program should be developed to minimize risk. Hoiever, we disagree with
GAO that all uncertainties (no matter how minimal) should be or can be
fully resolved before proceeding with SPR implementation. The risks
cited by GAO are of little consequence when compared with reduced pro-
tection to the nation which would result from delays in program develop-
ment. Further, it is impossible to eliminate all risks that may be
associated with any type of oil storage.

Sincerely,

//

Fred L. Hier, Director
Division of GAO Liaison
Office of the Controller

(00304)
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